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Star Trek
Essays Exploring the Final Frontier
Emily Strand, Amy H. Sturgis (Eds.)

After more than 55 years of transmedia storytelling, Star Trek: Essays Exploring the Final Frontier is a global phenomenon that has never been more successful than it is today. This accessible and multidisciplinary anthology includes analyses from a wide range of scholars and explores Star Trek from its debut in 1966 to its current incarnations, considering its implications for and collaborations with fandom, and tracing its ideas and meanings across series, media, and time.

$87 | €82 | £72
Subjects: Art, Media Studies, Cultural Studies
Also available in Paperback and E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1582

Madwomen in Social Justice Movements, Literatures, and Art
Jessica Lowell Mason, Nicole Crevar (Eds.)

This edited volume extends Sandra Gilbert’s and Susan Gubar’s influential work, The Madwoman in the Attic, more than four decades after its publication. It draws on autoethnographic approaches, disability studies, and mad feminist discourse to disrupt traditional structures of academia.

$90 | €84 | £74
Subjects: Feminism, Sociology, Art.
Also available in Paperback and E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1591

Media, Practice and Theory
Tracking emergent thresholds of experience
Nicole De Brabandere (Ed.)

This volume explores the intersection of art and humanities, delving into media assemblages within ecologies of practice. It offers critical and situated methods for interdisciplinary research. A valuable reference for arts and humanities researchers and practitioners.

$87 | €82 | £72
Subjects: Media Studies, Social Sciences, Art.
Also available in Paperback and E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1582

Perspective
Selected Essays on Space in Art and Design
Sarina Miller (Ed.)

Perspective: Selected Essays on Space in Art and Design explores the ways in which visual and physical space have been designed and experienced in different cultures. This book amplifies the significance of space as a design element by examining its implications in various contexts through a global perspective of art and design.

$85 | €80 | £70
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1700

Star Wars
Essays Exploring a Galaxy Far, Far Away
Emily Strand, Amy H. Sturgis (Eds.)

Star Wars: Essays Exploring a Galaxy Far, Far Away explores the familiar and not-so-familiar corners of the Star Wars universe, interrogating some of the franchise’s more eccentric, quirky, and even disturbing dimensions.

$91 | €84 | £76
Subjects: Sociology, Art, Cultural Studies.
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1751
The Enlightened Mind
Winner of the Vernon Press BLS Initiative for 2023, this important book has been deemed to offer "original and thought-provoking interpretations of well-known eighteenth-century philosophical treatises and artworks."

Paris in the Americas

Transformational analysis in practice

The Theatre of Twenty-First Century Spain / El teatro de España del siglo XXI

The Aestheticization of History and the Butterfly Effect

The Rise of Awards in Architecture
"The authors provide scholarly insights that cannot be found elsewhere, proving a timely contribution to knowledge that will further our understanding of the context in which contemporary architecture practices operate."

Federica Goffi, Ph.D., School of Architecture, Carleton University

THE RISE OF AWARDS IN ARCHITECTURE

Project(ing) Human

Impressions from Paris

Esclavas Diversas

Staging and Stage Décor

Fashioning the Self

"A Hero Will Endure"

Language, Land and Belonging

Dynamics of Interregional Exchange in East Asian Buddhist Art, 5th–13th Century

John Lenthall

Thomas Jefferson in Paris

Architectural Documentation
Ignite
A Decolonial Approach to Higher Education Through Space, Place and Culture
Laura M. Pipe, Jennifer T. Stephens (Eds.)

Ignite: a Decolonial Approach to Higher Education Through Space, Place and Culture will carry the reader through a learning process beginning with academic detachment and moving through a process of unlearning toward embodied liberation. Framed by the TOWARD a Liberated Spirit (TALLS) Model for Developing Critical Consciousness, the book will be of interest to students, scholars, and researchers in higher education as well as critical and cultural studies, apart from program administrators and educators.

$99 | €95 | £83
Subjects: Sociology, Education, Philosophy.
Hardback | 291 pp | 3/2023
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1024

Seeking to Understand the World
Literary Journalism of Vincent Sheean
Anish Dave, Georgia Southwestern State University

This book includes analysis of Sheean’s works, finding that they have several prominent characteristics of literary journalism: stories and scenes, cohesive structure, lifelike characters, vivid description, well-crafted sentences, immersive reporting, among others.

$52 | €43 | £42
Subjects: English Language, Journalism, Creative Writing
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1743

Developing Effective International Education Experiences
Preparing Pre-Service Teachers for the Classroom
Sara Tours, Jeremy M. Lynch (Eds.)

This book highlights the importance of culturally competent educators in the U.S. system, explores the benefits of international education experiences, and guides pre-service teachers for the evolving future classrooms.

$88 | €83 | £75
Subjects: Education, Philosophy, Education Policy.
ISBN: 978-1-64889-545-6 | Hardback | 260 pp | 1/2023
Also available in Paperback and E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1623

Mantha
Alchemies of the Cultural Turn
Mark K. Warford, SUNY Buffalo State University

This book demonstrates the importance of stretching beyond what is known in one’s cultural milieu, that “one” taking many forms: the citizen, the student, the professional, the innovator, the scholar, and the infinite intersections of group identifications into which we are susceptible to being siloed.

$75 | €68 | £61
Subjects: Psychology, Sociology, Language and Literature.
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1813

New to the LSP classroom?
A selection of monographs on successful practices
Martina Vranova, Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic (Ed.)

This volume is written by experienced LSP practitioners for aspiring LSP practitioners about how they see themselves and what effort they make to meet the challenges of their jobs.

$87 | €83 | £72
Also available in Paperback and E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1216
Library Education
Karim Dharamis, David Clemis, Mount Royal University, Canada (Eds.)
$70 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-609-5 | 9/2023
vernonpress.com/book/1698

Monsters in the Classroom
Philip G. Hill
$77 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-789-4 | 1/2024
vernonpress.com/book/1869

Voicing Memories, Unearting Identities
Aleksandra Konarzewska, Anna Nakai, (Eds.)
vernonpress.com/book/1729

Weaving Worlds Into Words
Caroline Durand-Rous, Margot Lauwers (Eds.)
vernonpress.com/book/1739

Transfiction
Mark Miletich, SUNY Buffalo State University
$78 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-790-0 | 1/2024
vernonpress.com/book/1870

Liberal Education
Karim Dharamis, David Clemis, Mount Royal University, Canada (Eds.)
$70 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-609-5 | 9/2023
vernonpress.com/book/1698

Concepción Gimeno de Flaquer (1850-1919)
Ana Isabel Simón Alegre, Adelphi University
$81 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-676-7 | 9/2023
vernonpress.com/book/1756

Protomusic
Alessandra Anastasi, University of Messina
$62 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-152-6 | 10/2022
vernonpress.com/book/1218

Gamification in the RhetComp Curriculum
Chris McGunnigle (Ed.)
$93 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-323-0 | 1/2023
vernonpress.com/book/1397

How to Actively Engage Our Students in the Language Classes
Carmela B. Scala, Rutgers University (Ed.)
$69 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-522-7 | 10/2022
vernonpress.com/book/1600

Transnational Spaces
Carine Madorosian, University of Buffalo, Simona Wright, The College of New Jersey, (Eds.)
vernonpress.com/book/1421

Researching the Teaching of Drawing
Raymond M. Klein (Ed.), NSCAD University
$75 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-423-7 | 8/2022
vernonpress.com/book/1501

Christian Shakespeare: Question Mark
Michael Scott, Michael Collins (Eds.)
$82 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-420-6 | 8/2022
vernonpress.com/book/1497

Co-teaching and co-research in contexts of inequality
Phindile Zifikile Shangase, Daniela Gachago, Eunice Ndeto Ivala (Eds.)
vernonpress.com/book/1656

Leading and Managing Open and Distance e-Learning (ODeL) Institutions in Africa
Cuthbert Majoni (Ed.)
$73 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-352-0 | 9/2022
vernonpress.com/book/1428

Literary Representations of Japan
Eugenia Prasol
vernonpress.com/book/1754

Revisiting Diaspora Spaces in India
Joydev Maity (Ed.)
$76 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-688-0 | 9/2023
vernonpress.com/book/1770

Post45 Vs. The World
William G. Welty (Ed.)
$68 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-479-4 | 1/2023
vernonpress.com/book/1558

Poetic Inquiry
Adam Vincent, University of British Columbia; University of the Fraser Valley
$49 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-343-8 | 7/2022
vernonpress.com/book/1418

Common and Uncommon Quotes
Jared A. Griffin, University of Alaska Anchorage
$75 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-114-4 | 1/2023
vernonpress.com/book/1157

In Search of the Lost World
“In Wu’s many-sided study of modern art, she discovers a unified reach beyond the human skull and dives into the great lost world of true material beauty.”
Micah Tewers Artist, filmmaker, lecturer

Advances in Brand Semiotics & Discourse Analysis
George Rossolatos (Ed.)
vernonpress.com/book/1669

Italian as a foreign language
Alberto Regagliolo (Ed.)
vernonpress.com/book/1758

On Second Language Learner Acquisition of English Collocations
James Martin Rogers, Meijo University, Japan
$53 | ISBN: 978-1-64889-797-9 | 1/2024
vernonpress.com/book/1877

In Search of the Lost World
Tsaiyi Wu, Shanghai Normal University
vernonpress.com/book/1675

Analyzing Multimodality in Specialized Discourse Settings
Veronica Bonsignori (Ed.), University of Rome “Foro Italico” et al.
vernonpress.com/book/1128

Lazuri
Züleyha Ünlü, Brian George Hewitt (Eds.)
vernonpress.com/book/1289

DID YOU KNOW?
Our books are available on Google books.
Using Google’s online index of books and the Amazon Look Inside The Book tool (LITB), you can partly view and search within each of our titles. Just click on the relevant icon on each book’s page to access them and enjoy a free sample of their content.
Socializing Militants
How States End Asymmetric Conflict with Non-State Militants
Jeremiah Rozman, Association of the United States Army

Socializing Militants: How States End Asymmetric Conflict with Non-State Militants addresses some of the most important conceptual, methodological, and empirical challenges and opportunities with which the sister disciplines of semiotics and discourse analysis are mutually confronted in the context of considering new avenues of cross-disciplinary application to distinctive branding research streams.

$86 | €80 | £68
Subjects: International Relations, Political Science, Sociology.
Hardback | 455 pp | 1/2023
Also available in Paperback and E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1673

Reimagining Capitalism
Applying Negative Dialectics for a Better Future
David M. Atkinson, York St John University

In ‘Reimagining Capitalism’, Atkinson confronts the need to rethink capitalism and presents an integrated range of thinking through a lens of applied negative dialectics, questioning how and why things might have occurred, and where and how we might begin to improve them.

$82 | €77 | £65
Subjects: Economics, Political Science, Philosophy.
ISBN: 978-1-64889-595-1
Hardback | 455 pp | 4/2023
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1673

Laws and policies to contrast and prevent Gender-Based Violence Against Women
Stellamarina Donato, LUMSA University of Rome

Within a comprehensive international scenario, this book intends to create space for debate on possible future EU policies aimed at contrasting GBVAW.

$53 | €48 | £43
Subjects: Sociology, Political Theory, Law.
ISBN: 978-1-64889-761-0
Hardback | 151 pp | 9/2023
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1841

Laurent Gbagbo’s Trial and the Indictment of the International Criminal Court
Gnaka Lagoke

The trial of Laurent Gbagbo led to a historical landmark with his shocking acquittal, which led to the indictment of the International Court, whose fate has thus been sealed before history.

$65 | €60 | £51
Subjects: Law, Political Science and International Relations.
ISBN: 978-1-62273-873-1
Hardback | 276 pp | 2/2023
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/937

Handbook of Research on Cross-Culture Business and Management
Chandan Maheshkar, Vinod Sharma (Eds.)

This edited volume is a significant attempt to contribute a piece of knowledge on different aspects of cross-cultural business and management, facilitating practitioners and academicians to explore different cross-cultural business practices and develop competencies.

$80 | €75 | £66
Subjects: Economics, Business and Finance.
Hardback | 359 pp | 4/2023
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1679
Unwrapping Racism
Dealing with Differences
Chuck Grose
This book will present key issues, such as cultural privilege and its prevalence. The reader will be lifted up from xenophobia, colonialism and slavery while creatively facing individual responses to those issues today. All those approaches move into our societal goals of assimilation, cultural pluralism and the “melting pot” concept. As Unwrapping Racism: Dealing with Differences confronts race, it challenges the reader to grapple with action-oriented exercises, questions, and projects relevant to key paragraphs on every page.

$31 | €28 | £25
ISBN: 978-1-64889-679-8
Paperback | 151 pp | 9/2023
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1753

Sensory Environmental Relationships
Between Memories of the Past and Imaginings of the Future
Blaž Bajič, Ana Svetel (Eds.)
By bringing different timeframes into the foreground of the analysis, this volume contributes to filling in the gap in our understanding of the human experience.

$87 | €80 | £73
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1775

Freedom Taking Place
War, Women and Culture at the Intersection of Ukraine, Poland, and Belarus
Jessica Zychowicz, Fulbright Ukraine (Ed.)
As the authors of this volume convey in their focus on ‘freedom of expression’, the idea of ‘freedom’ in the twenty-first century does not stand apart as a purely physical location marked by national borders.

$93 | €86 | £75
Subjects: Social Sciences, Art History, Cultural Studies.
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1668

The Good, Green Gold of Spring
A Conservation Sociology of the Island Marble Butterfly
Jon Dahlem, Bellevue University
This book presents a case study of Island Marble Butterfly (IMB) conservation from an environmental sociological perspective. Using qualitative methods, the study explicates various social components of a collaboration of stakeholders working together to protect the species from extinction.

$52 | €49 | £41
Also available in Paperback and E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1601

Russian Nights Autocracy and Testimony
Life in Russia during the Soviet Period as Told by Those Who Lived it
Roberto Echavarren
Russian Nights offers a wide and detailed perspective of what we call “the Russian Century”.

$83 | €75 | £67
Subjects: History, Political History, Interdisciplinary.
Also available in E-book.
vernonpress.com/book/1753
<table>
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<th>Authors</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RETHINKING ISLAMISM BEYOND JIHADI VIOLENCE</td>
<td>“The edited volume makes an important contribution to the scholarship on contemporary Islam and in particular the contested and often misunderstood issue of Islam.”</td>
<td>Dr Mario Peucker, Victoria University, Melbourne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vernonpress.com/book/2699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prisons Memory Archive</td>
<td>Jolene Mairs Dyer, Ulster University, Conor McCafferty, Queen’s University Belfast (Eds.)</td>
<td>$83</td>
<td>ISBN: 978-1-64889-440-4</td>
<td>9/2022</td>
<td>vernonpress.com/book/1518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As political soldiers we face Moscow’s hordes</td>
<td>Evertjan van Roekel</td>
<td>$74</td>
<td>ISBN: 978-1-64889-133-5</td>
<td>10/2021</td>
<td>vernonpress.com/book/1193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What are Coincidences?
A Philosophical Guide Between Science and Common Sense
Alessandra Melas and Pietro Salis
This book explores the causal conception of chance and tries to shed new light on it. A brilliant dissection of the conundrum of meaningful coincidences that introduce and discuss recent work in psychology.

What are Coincidences?
A Philosophical Guide Between Science and Common Sense
Alessandra Melas and Pietro Salis
This book explores the causal conception of chance and tries to shed new light on it. A brilliant dissection of the conundrum of meaningful coincidences that introduce and discuss recent work in psychology.

Personalism and Metaphysics
Is Personalism a First Philosophy?
Juan Manuel Burgos, Universidad Villanueva
Written by an international expert in personalist philosophy, this book first defines the various meanings in which the term metaphysics can be understood and, secondly, does a comparison between personalism, in particular, integral Personalism, and the metaphysics of being. The analysis concludes that personalism can be considered a first sectoral philosophy, that is, a philosophy that does not need other philosophical referents to establish itself as a philosophy thanks to its direct access to experience.

What are Coincidences?
A Philosophical Guide Between Science and Common Sense
Alessandra Melas and Pietro Salis
This book explores the causal conception of chance and tries to shed new light on it. A brilliant dissection of the conundrum of meaningful coincidences that introduce and discuss recent work in psychology.

The Essentials of Husserl
Studies in Transcendental Phenomenology
GV. C. Thomas, Centre for Phenomenological Sciences; Pondicherry University, India
Known as the founder of the phenomenological movement, this book examines Husserl’s phases of phenomenology during his realist, transcendental, static, genetic, and post-Crisis (of European Sciences) periods.

Personalism and Metaphysics
Is Personalism a First Philosophy?
Juan Manuel Burgos, Universidad Villanueva
Written by an international expert in personalist philosophy, this book first defines the various meanings in which the term metaphysics can be understood and, secondly, does a comparison between personalism, in particular, integral Personalism, and the metaphysics of being. The analysis concludes that personalism can be considered a first sectoral philosophy, that is, a philosophy that does not need other philosophical referents to establish itself as a philosophy thanks to its direct access to experience.

What are Coincidences?
A Philosophical Guide Between Science and Common Sense
Alessandra Melas and Pietro Salis
This book explores the causal conception of chance and tries to shed new light on it. A brilliant dissection of the conundrum of meaningful coincidences that introduce and discuss recent work in psychology.
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<th>Publication Date</th>
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</thead>
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<tr>
<td>ANIME, PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION</td>
<td>“Anime, Philosophy and Religion” is an eclectic collection of essays, well-written and informative. Some of these break new ground, while others helpfully add to the discourse.”</td>
<td>Adam Barkman</td>
<td>Professor of Philosophy at Redeemer University and editor of ‘Manga and Philosophy’</td>
<td></td>
<td>vernonpress.com/book/1243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Italy and the Ecological Imagination
Damiano Benvegnù, Matteo Gilebbi, Dartmouth College (Eds.)
$49 | €46 | £39
vernonpress.com/book/1651

Disability and the Academic Job Market
Chris McGunnigle, Seton Hall University (Ed.)
$54 | €45 | £40
vernonpress.com/book/1645

So You Want to be a Dean?
Kate Conley, Shaily Menon (Eds.)
$34 | €32 | £27
vernonpress.com/book/1640

Lionello Perera
Diego Mantoan, University of Palermo
$50 | €42 | £37
ISBN: 978-1-64889-574-6
vernonpress.com/book/1655

Novels, Rhetoric, and Criticism
Jack M. Downs
$34 | €32 | £27
ISBN: 978-1-64889-577-7
vernonpress.com/book/1653

Vasile Bâncilă
Ion Dur, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca
$54 | €50 | £42
ISBN: 978-1-64889-680-4
vernonpress.com/book/1760

Post45 Vs. The World
William G. Welty (Ed.)
$34 | €31 | £27
vernonpress.com/book/1818

Poetic Inquiry
Adam Vincent, University of British Columbia
$39 | €36 | £31
ISBN: 978-1-64889-561-6
vernonpress.com/book/1639

The Enlightened Mind
Amanda Strasik, Eastern Kentucky University (Ed.)
$34 | €32 | £27
vernonpress.com/book/1781

Participatory Practice in Space, Place, and Service Design
Kelly L. Anderson, (Ed.)
$54 | €48 | £41
ISBN: 978-1-64889-640-8
vernonpress.com/book/1719

Forgiveness Confronts Race, Relationships, and the Social
Court D. Lewis (Ed.)
$51 | €48 | £41
ISBN: 978-1-64889-566-1
vernonpress.com/book/1644

A Socially Just Classroom
Kristin Coffey, Vuslat Katsanis, (Eds.)
$53 | €44 | £39
vernonpress.com/book/1633
Editorial values and standards
A work’s contribution to knowledge, irrespective of approach or perspective, is the central criterion of our acquisition process. Importantly, our acquisitions are driven by their research impact and current academic trends rather than saleability. Peer review, in-house editorial expertise and collaboration with advisory editors ensure our titles are relevant and of a high academic standard. Our commitment to scholarship has been recognized with inclusion in the lists of academic publishers maintained by the Spanish National Research Council, the Finnish Publication Forum and the Norwegian Centre for Research Data.

Individual attention
We care for and pay attention to the needs of each of our authors. We are responsive to author queries and strive to keep you up to date with your manuscript’s progress towards publication. We only enlist qualified and sufficiently motivated experts to review your work and guide them to offer constructive criticism. This ensures that peer reviews are thorough, constructive and respectful of your effort as an author.

Maximum exposure
We work closely with our industry and academic community partners to understand current trends and market our titles appropriately. Besides traditional book marketing, we make extensive use of digital marketing tools and are able to work with authors on promotional activities. All our books are also published as e-books and paperbacks. As reported in WorldCat, our books are held by academic libraries worldwide. Our books are also available through a wide range of specialized resellers, e-book aggregators, select academic bookshops and online retailers such as Amazon and Barnes and Noble.

No cost burden & flexibility about sharing
It’s simple: we never charge authors for publishing - no hidden fees, no surprises. Our no-charge promise reflects our confidence in commissioning only high-quality works, the quality of our production and the efficiency of our workflow. Authors of monographs are offered complimentary copies of their book and all authors can purchase additional copies at a 40% discount.
PRICING & DISCOUNTS
All our authors get generous discounts across the range of our titles. Discounts are also available for bulk purchases or as part of long-term agreements with academic associations, university libraries and major resellers.

CHANNELS
You can order directly from our website or with major academic distributors, including YBP, EBSCO e-books, ProQuest, Brodart, Ingram, Nielsen and Amazon. For bulk orders please contact accounts@vernonpress.com to set up a trade account.

STAYING UP TO DATE
Visit our website for the latest news on our titles, series, occasional offers and competitions. Our website also provides downloadable material for our titles, including flyers, as well as scientific data and software code. Subscribe to our RSS news feed for instant updates. You can also follow us on our Vernon Press LinkedIn page, on Facebook and Twitter as @VernonPress, and on Instagram as @vernonpresspublisher.